
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

[Menu Heading] 
 
 

Hot Chocolate List 
 

 

The Original Drinking Chocolate is one of the most pure and sumptuous 

chocolate experiences. An intense dark chocolate experience, deep and powerful, 
with delightful hints of plum, dried cherry and sun-dried muscatels. It finishes 
off with an amazing textural resonance on the tongue and in the mouth that 

echoes delightfully for an age. 
 

 

The Dimboola Lake salt in strikingly pink, fed by an ancient aquifer, its unique 
blend of minerals gives it a wonderful well-rounded complex flavour. This makes 

it just the thing to add to our Pink Salt Caramel Drinking Chocolate to perfectly 

balance all these wonderful ingredients. 

 

Noir Drinking Chocolate is for people who desire an intense cocoa experience. It 
is smooth, complex and nuanced, without bitterness. Sourced from great cocoa 

growing terroirs, it has incredible depth and diversity in its chocolate flavour 
profile. With an intense, delightful, deep-toned hazelnut, butterscotch and 
caramel notes, the texture is something to behold. Velvet-like and sustaining 
drinking chocolate. 

 

 

Sicilian Orange Drinking Chocolate is a delightful classic chocolate-orange 
pairing. We subtly blend our fine Original cocoa with just a hint of sublime, 

naturally extracted Sicilian orange oil. These work in concert to lift the taste to 
a higher level in harmony and freshness. 

 

Chilli Infused Drinking Chocolate is influenced by a traditional Mexican drink. 
We subtly blend our fine original cocoa with a hint of dried chilli. This hint of 

chilli adds a delicious, complex note of slight heat to the deep smooth cocoa 
notes. 

 

French Mint Drinking Chocolate is a delightful classic chocolate-mint pairing. 
We subtly blend our fine Original cocoa with fresh extracted peppermint oil from 

a French master. The exquisitely complex, lovely high notes of peppermint marry 
harmoniously with the deep-toned cocoa. 

 

Cinnamon Spice Drinking Chocolate is made in a northern European style. We 
subtly blend our fine Original cocoa with freshly cold ground cinnamon, allspice, 
nutmeg and cardamon. These work incredibly well together to add zest and spice 

to the cup. 

 

 Real White Drinking Chocolate that is a fine powdered white chocolate bar that 

contain real cocoa butter, which is what gives our white chocolate its flavour and 
amazing texture.  

 

Seven Spice Chai is a unique product of seven freshly ground spices, sourced 
directly from some of the world's finest spice farms. The spices are blended with 
an organic, unrefined jaggery sugar (evaporated sugar cane juice) and a natural 

Sri Lankan tea extract. Our balance of spices ensures that the flavours are not 
too overpowering.  

 


